Good Morning Maverick Families! I am so thrilled to email you and tell you about some incredibly exciting news. This year, our annual education campaign has already raised almost $50,000. This money goes directly to LCC and its teachers and classrooms. But, we are not done yet. Our goal this year is to reach $100,000 in educational funding. We have received hundreds of thousands of dollars in teachers needs/requests this year and we want to fund as many of those requests as we possibly can. As we like to say, the District has provided a wonderful education for our students, but we fundraise to add a crucial layer on top of District funding that enriches the academic experience for every student at LCC. Through our parent’s generous donations, we are half-way to our goal. But, we still have a long way to go. This is where the exciting news comes in!

We have had 5 incredibly generous families* step forward and commit to matching dollar for dollar every donation we receive in the next 50 days up to reaching our goal of $100,000. That means they have committed up to $25,000 of their own money, to match $25,000 from the rest of our LCC community. This is an incredible opportunity that we have never had happen at LCC. So, we need YOU! If you have not given to the annual education campaign yet, please do so today! Just click on the Donate Today button at the top of this page and Double your Dollars. Together, we can make a huge difference in the lives of our students. Will you join us in supporting our teachers and students?

*The LCC Foundation would like to especially thank the Nicholas, Roberts, Leddy, Geier, and anonymous families who have committed to helping us reach our goal of $100,000. Please join in their incredible generosity.

FAQ

What is this money used for?
Every year, our teachers turn in “Grant Applications”. These are needs they have in the classroom that are outside of District funding. This year, we received over $400,000 in requests. Last year, we funded $90,000 worth of requests. This year, our goal is to fund over $100,000. 100% of the annual educational campaign money goes back to LCC. None of it is used for overhead, etc.

I gave a donation to the Foundation for my sport. Doesn’t that count?
Well, it certainly “counts” as our sports teams rely on these donations for their programs. But, that money goes directly to the individual teams. Our annual education campaign is money for our academics and classrooms.